GRFISIA Vintage Polarized Sunglasses for Men and Women Driving
Sun glasses 100% UV Protection Review-2021

Plastic frame
Composite-UV400 lens lens
Polarized
UV Protection Coating coating
Lens width: 2.16 inches
Bridge: 23 millimeters
*HD POLARIZED SUNGLASSES LENS:Specialized 9-layer lens designed to filter and block over
100% of glare. UV400 rotection coating blocks 100% harmful UVA & UVB & UVC Rays. Polarized
lenses can reduce glare and eliminate reflected light and scattered light, but restore true color,
protect your eyes from strong sunlight and create a perfect vision.Find GRFISIA worth to try and
trust:
GRFISIAâ€™s each pair of glasses is designed to be comfortable, high quality and fashionable.
And Each sunglasses is provided witha polarized sunglasses x 1 / sunglasses box x 1 / exquisite
bag x 1 /sunglasses paper box x 1/ Lens cloth x 1/ practical screwdriver x 1 / polarized testing card x
1as a gift to your friends and families. whether you are an outdoor enthusiast or going to parties,
shopping,our sunglasses protect your eyes and enjoy a clear vision more comfortably.Good glasses
can bring good mood, I hope you happy shopping!
GRFISIA
Product Size:
Lens Height: 45mm/1.77 inch
Lens Width: 55mm/2.16 inch
Nose Bridge: 23mm/0.9 inch
Temple Length: 143mm/5.62 inch
Frame Width: 141mm/5.51 inch
Product Features:
fashion appearance classic style blends with fashion elements all-match style for Men and women
comfortable to wear flexible arm with spring hinge and comfortable one-piece nose pads rectangular
style is perfect for standard and large face quality details keyhole nose bridge, multicolor frame and
two-color spliced temple clear vision - HD polarized lens effectively block harmful light
Sunglasses for Men and Women
More Details :
HD Polarized Lens
100% block UVA/UVB and UVC harmful lights, cut glare and reduce eye strain, remain true color.
Mirrored & non-mirrored, multiple colors of lenses available.
Screw bolt hinge
Prevent the screw loose so that the arm easy to open and close
One-piece Nose Pads Design
Use the latest One-piece nose pads design, will not oppress nose bridge. And make you more
stable and more comfortable to wear.
Frame -leg
The design of the temple has an outstanding anti slip performance, and the radian is quite match
ergonomics which is natural and comfortable to wear.
Skid resistant curved leg
The benefit of sunglasses:
ultraviolet rays can damage the cornea and retina, and sunglasses can eliminate uv radiation when
the eye receives too much light it naturally shrinks the iris once the iris shrinks to its limit then people
need to squint
if the light is still too much such as the sunlight reflected from the snow it will damage the retina
sunglasses can reduce the regulation burden of the ciliary muscle of the glasses in the bright light
GRFISIA

100% polarized lens,filtering harmful rays, balancing the colors that our eyes naturally perceived.
Bring you better clarity of a natural vision.
- Treat sunglasses mildly, cleaning regularly- Clean the lens by water and warm mild liquid- Wipe
the sunglasses with the soft glasses cloth Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code
2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

